P 2: Combining pressure and electrochemistry to synthesize superhydrides
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Recently, superhydrides have been computationally identified and subsequently synthesized
with a variety of metals at very high pressures. In this work, we evaluate the possibility of
synthesizing superhydrides by uniquely combining electrochemistry and applied pressure.
We perform computational searches for palladium superhydrides using density functional
theory and particle swarm optimization calculations over a broad range of pressures and
electrode potentials. We incorporate exchange-correlation functional uncertainty using the
Bayesian error estimation formalism to quantify the uncertainty associated with the identified stable phases. Based on a thermodynamic analysis, we construct pressure-potential
phase diagrams and provide an alternate synthesis concept, P 2 (pressure-potential), to accessing novel phases having high hydrogen content. Palladium-hydrogen is a widely-studied
material system with the highest hydride phase being Pd3 H4 . Most strikingly for this system, at potentials above hydrogen evolution and ∼300 MPa pressure, we find the possibility
to make palladium superhydrides (e.g., PdH10 ). We demonstrate the generalizability of this
approach for La-H, Y-H and Mg-H with 10-100 fold reduction in required pressure for stabilizing phases. In addition, the P 2 strategy allows stabilizing new phases that cannot be
done purely by either pressure or potential and is a general approach that is likely to work
for synthesizing other superhydrides at modest pressures.
Metal hydrides produced under pressure containing large amounts of hydrogen are currently
of great interest. Most notable are the superhydrides (defined as MHn , for n > 6) first predicted1, 2 ,
synthesized3 and discovered4 to be near room temperature superconductors in the La-H system.
The Pd-H system has long been specifically important in both fundamental science and tech-
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nological applications5, 6 for potential applications in superconductivity7 , hydrogen uptake8 , and
low-energy nuclear reactions9 . Experimentally, the highest hydride phase synthesized is Pd3 H4 10 ,
under high pressure conditions.

Here we explore the phase stability of selected metal hydrides, possibly superhydride phases,
as a function of pressure and electrochemical conditions (electrode potential, pH) using densityfunctional theory (DFT)–based structure search methods. We also examine the dependence of the
results on the choice of exchange correlation functional within the Bayesian error estimation formalism. We begin with a detailed consideration of the important Pd-H system. After a detailed
discussion of the identified stable structures, we present a calculated pressure-dependent electrochemical phase diagram for Pd-H. Based on these calculations, we identify an alternate approach,
which we term P 2 , to access Pd-H phases having high hydrogen content. Most strikingly, we find
that it is thermodynamically feasible to electrochemically synthesize PdH10 at a modest pressure
of 300 MPa (3 kbar). The stability line of phase boundary between PdH and PdH10 shows that
three orders of magnitude in pressure could be compensated by a modest electrochemical driving
force of ∼0.1 V. We show generalizability of the approach to La, Y and Mg hydrides, which opens
new opportunities for the creation of metal superhydrides and other novel materials by combining
pressure and electrochemical loading techniques.
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Structure search and analysis

The phase stability of metal hydrides over a wide range of compressions was explored using
density-functional theory combined with the CALYPSO structure search method11, 12 to identify
the range of stable structures and stoichiometries possible. Uncertainty quantification becomes
important given the challenges in describing high pressure phases13 . The Bayesian error estimation functional with van der Waals correlation (BEEF-vdW) was employed to provide a confidence
value (c-value) for competing phases to avoid possible bias due to selection of a particular DFT
functional14 , an approach that has been successfully applied to calculate uncertainty in phase diagrams for other systems15, 16 . To enhance robust assessment of the ground state within the structure
search, we used the ensemble of functionals within the BEEF formulation to identify the predicted
ground state. Thus, each functional identifies a particular ground state for a given composition and
c-value quantifies what fraction of the functionals identify that structure as having the minimum
energy.

We begin by discussing the results for Pd-H at zero pressure and megabar (150 GPa) pressures in the absence of electrochemical loading. Two experimentally assessed compositions at
ambient and high pressure, PdH and Pd3 H4 , were considered first. We find several structures close
in energy for PdH, and used the Bayesian error estimation capability within BEEF-vdw to construct a confidence-value (c-value) diagram (Fig. 1). This analysis indicates that the most probable
predicted ground state of PdH has the R3m space group with Pd in tetrahedral coordination. However, this structure has a c-value of around 0.4, indicating that at GGA-level DFT, it is not possible
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to conclusively identify the true ground state. We recover the experimentally reported Fm3̄m rocksalt structure as one of the possible structures, though it has a lower c-value (about 0.05). At high
pressure (e.g., 150 GPa), the method gives the rocksalt structure as the most probable with a high
c-value, indicating that on compression this structure is indeed the ground state predicted at the
GGA-level of theory. These results are consistent with experiments reported up to 100 GPa17, 18 .

We next consider Pd3 H4 , which is the only higher hydride reported experimentally, e.g., at
around 5 GPa10 . The structure search calculations identify a structure with Pd having 5-fold and
6-fold coordination and space group Cm as the most probable (Fig. S1). We recover the experimentally observed Cu3 Au-type structure with the Pm3̄m space group as one of the probable structures.
This structure can be viewed as introducing one Pd vacancy in each unit cell of rocksalt PdH,
and therefore can also be written Pd3 VaH4 , where Va represents a vacancy. At high pressure, we
find a low-symmetry P1 structure with a complex coordination environment as the most probable
structure.

Following this analysis, we examine the stable structures of compositions PdHn where n is
an integer between 2 and 12. The most probable structures identified in the structure search are
shown in Fig. 2. These structures consist of Pd-H layers or clusters between which H2 molecules
are located. The atomic coordination features of the low enthalpy structures are characterized by
the average radial distribution function (RDF) (Figs. S9 and S10). All structures at zero pressure
are characterized by Pd-H and H-H bonding but variable bond distances. Whereas nearest neighbor
Pd-H distances remain within 1.7-2.0 Å, the nearest neighbor H-H distances change significantly
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Figure 1: Crystal structures of PdH (a) Fm3̄m and (b) R3m. In the Fm3̄m structure, the Pd atom
is octahedrally coordinated whereas in R3m, Pd is tetrahedrally coordinated. (c) Ground states
with c-values of PdH at zero pressure and 150 GPa calculated by BEEF-vdW. The most probable
structure has the R3m space group at 0 GPa although several other structures are also possible. At
150 GPa, the Fm3̄m structure is the most probable.
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with composition. For PdHn when n is less than 2-3, the H-H distances are mainly over 2 Å;
however, when n is larger than 2-3, H-H forms a peak at about 0.7-0.8 Å, indicating the formation
of H2 molecules. Pressure also affects the RDF significantly. At 150 GPa, for example, H-H
distances span a broad range beyond the conventional covalent H2 bond length, indicating diverse
coordination environments of H at high compressions.

To further characterize the structural features of these Pd hydrides, a topological analysis of
the low enthalpy structures was performed (Fig. 3). Each structure is based on a Pd-H framework
with the void space occupied by extra H atoms if any, which are mainly present in the form of
H2 molecules. The basic structural unit in the Pd-H framework is a polyhedron with the Pd atom
coordinated by H atoms. The Pd-centered polyhedra can be directly connected with each in terms
of sharing of faces, edges or corners, or indirectly connected via intermediate H atoms, forming a
network with specific dimensionality. In a 0D framework, the Pd-centered polyhedra are isolated,
whereas they can also form columns and layers to give 1D and 2D frameworks, respectively. The
network can also extend in three dimensions (3D). Obviously, both pressure and composition have
significant influence on the coordination number (CN) of Pd and the dimensionality of the Pd-H
framework. At zero pressure, the CN is between 3 and 7, and moderately increases from PdH to
PdH2 but saturates beyond PdH2 , with the maximum CN pinned at 7. The dimensionality also
changes around PdH2 and the transition is even sharper. From PdH to PdH2 , the frameworks are
exclusively 3D, whereas beyond PdH2 , no 3D framework is present in the structures examined.
From PdH3 to PdH6 , the frameworks are exclusively 2D, while starting from PdH7 , 1D gradually
becomes dominant. At 150 GPa, the frameworks are invariably 3D regardless of the compositions,
7

Figure 2: Results of ground-state structure search for (a) PdH8 , (b) PdH10 , (c) PdH12 at zero
pressure and PdH12 (d) top and (e) side view at 150 GPa.
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but CN is diffuse, spanning between 5-18, and shows a dramatic change with composition. Based
on the above analysis, it can be concluded that high pressure can compress large amounts of H
around Pd and increase the connectivity of the framework components.

The most probable stable structure found for PdH12 at 150 GPa is monoclinic with Cmcm
space group (Fig. 2). This structure is distinct from those predicted as thermodynamically stable
phases for rare-earth superhydrides, which are based on clathrate or cage-like structures1, 2 . On
the other hand, the structure has similarities to those predicted for MgH12 and MgH16 , which
consists of molecular H2 units having a range of nearest neighbor distances19 . The Cmcm structure
of PdH12 consists of a 3D network of Pd-centered H polyhedra bridged by H-H covalent bonds
with the space in-between filled with H2 molecules. Interestingly, viewing perpendicular to the
monoclinic c axis, all the H atoms are arranged in 2D layers, which are stacked together along
the c axis. Fig. 4(a) shows its radial distribution function (RDF). The nearest neighbor Pd-H
distances span 1.7-1.9 Å, giving an effective coordination of Pd by H of 14. On the other hand,
the H-H distances span a wide range and consist of two groups (1) 0.7-1.0 Å, corresponding to H2
molecules between polyhedra and the bridging H2 units that connect polyhedra, and (2) 1.5-2.0 Å,
corresponding to neighboring corner H atoms within a polyhedron. The charge density distribution
of a (001) plane is plotted in Fig. 4(b). The charge density between H-H is higher than that between
Pd-H, indicating that covalent H-H bonds are dominant even under pressures of 150 GPa. This is
likely due to zero pressure electronegativities of Pd and H being very close. We conclude that
this equivalence persists to high compressions, as evident by the lack of significant charge transfer
even under these extreme conditions. Nevertheless, bonding between Pd and H is apparent from
9

Figure 3: Composition-dependent topological features of the low enthalpy structures at (a) zero
pressure and (b) 150 GPa. The coordination number corresponds to the number of nearest neighbor
H atoms surrounding a Pd atom, and the dimensionality is used to describe the framework formed
by the Pd polyhedra.
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the charge density map. The electronic density of states (DOS) is shown in Fig. 4(c), where the
total DOS is decomposed to contributions from different orbitals, H-s, Pd-s, Pd-p and Pd-d. The
considerable DOS at the Fermi level indicates that the monoclinic PdH12 is a metal under these
conditions. The dominant partial DOS are from H-s and Pd-d showing strong hybridization, both
contributing to conducting electrons.

The H-H distances for the rare-earth superhydrides are in the range of ∼1.1 Å at high
pressures1, 2 . Recently, evidence for H-H distances below 1.6 Å was found in ZrV2 Hx, even at
ambient pressure, from inelastic neutron scattering20 , in violation of the so-called Switendick21
criteria for the minimum H-H distances of 2.1 Å in common hydrides. In order to analyze how the
H-H distance changes with composition and pressure, the distribution of minimum H-H distances
of the low enthalpy structures at both zero pressure and 150 GPa is plotted in Fig. S6. The
composition has a large influence on the minimum H-H distance. At zero pressure, the minimum
H-H distance is around 2.2-3.1 Å for PdH, but drastically drops to about 0.8 Å for PdH2 , close to
the H-H distance in H2 , 0.74 Å. Further increasing H content does not cause significant changes,
and the minimum H-H distance is pinned by the H-H distance in H2 molecule. A similar trend
holds for 150 GPa, though the minimum H-H distance usually shrinks compared with that at zero
pressure, due to large compression. However, the H-H distance is close to that of free H2 .

Having identified the possible stable structures, we assess the phase stability from an enthalpy convex hull analysis. Using an ensemble of functionals, we generate an ensemble of convex
hulls, which are shown in Figs. S7 and S8. Unsurprisingly, We find that no Pd superhydrides
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Figure 4: Properties of Cmcm PdH12 at 150 GPa: (a) Radial distribution function (RDF). The
predominant bonding is H-H and Pd-H. Note that the minimum H-H distance is about 0.74 Å,
close to H-H bond in molecular H2 . (b) Charge density distribution within the (001) plane. The
charge density between H and H is higher than that between Pd and H. The unit of the charge
−3
density is a−3
0 , where the Bohr radius a0 = 0.529 Å. The contour lines are spaced by 0.05 a0 .

(c) Density of states (DOS) and partial density of states (PDOS). The red dashed line is the Fermi
level.
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are thermodynamically stable at zero pressure. At 150 GPa, there are still no thermodynamically
stable superhydrides although PdH12 is only slightly unstable, and the stability of superhydrides is
greatly increased compared to zero pressure.

Moderate-pressure electrochemical synthesis

Superhydrides were first documented experimentally using megabar high pressure diamond-anvil
cell laser-heating techniques, leading to the discovery of near-room-temperature superconductivity
in LaH10 3, 4, 22 . This result was subsequently confirmed23 , and other metal superhydrides have
subsequently been observed24 . We now discuss an alternate approach, P 2 , to synthesizing dense
metal superhydrides by combining pressure and electrochemistry (i.e. electrode potential). In the
P 2 approach, an electrode consisting of a metal (or conducting metal hydride) is loaded with
hydrogen by holding at an appropriate electrode potential using an electrolyte consisting of mobile
protons. The proton-conducting membrane could be an aqueous electrolyte solution, polymer
electrolyte membrane (e.g., Nafion)25 , proton-conducting ceramic electrolytes25 , and solid acid
proton conductors26 . The electrolytes provide a way to tune the activity of mobile protons and
kinetics of reactions at electrode-electrolyte interfaces.

Continuing with the example of the Pd-H system, the hydrogen loading reaction for the metal
electrode and an electrolyte containing mobile protons is given by:
Pd + n(H+ + e− ) ⇐⇒ PdHn
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(1)

with the associated Gibbs Free Energy of the reaction:
∆G = GPdHn − GPd − nGH+ − nGe− .

(2)

The free energy of protons at unit activity and electrons at electrode potential zero on the standard
hydrogen electrode scale can be related to the free energy of hydrogen gas. Thermodynamic corrections can then be added to account for the effect of electrode potential and activity of protons27 . The
computational hydrogen electrode equation provides the relation, GH+ (a+ =1) + Ge− (U=0) = 12 GH2 .
H

This provides the relation,
n
∆G = GPdHn − GPd − GH2 + neUSHE − nkB Tln(aH+ ).
2

(3)

This relation allows us to construct an electrochemical phase diagram for loading hydrogen into a
material as a function of pH and electrode potential. Lowering the electrode potential (making it
more negative) or increasing the activity of protons enables loading higher amounts of hydrogen.

However, in a practical device, at negative potentials, metals tend to catalyze the hydrogen
evolution reaction28 , given by,
2H+ + 2e− ⇐⇒ H2 .

(4)

Hence, electrochemical loading needs to compete with the hydrogen evolution reaction. Electrolyte formulations can suppress the hydrogen evolution reaction kinetically through superconcentrated electrolytes29 or other suppressing mechanisms. However, we set the limit for electrochemical synthesizability at the potential where reaction free energy for hydrogen evolution on
the catalyst surface is thermodynamically downhill, which is determined by the free energy of
adsorbed hydrogen on the palladium surface28 . While the P 2 approach is demonstrated with
14

a proton conductor, a similar scheme can be constructed with hydride ion conductors30 (for e.g.
Pd + nH− ⇐⇒ PdHn + ne− ).
The electrochemical phase diagram incorporating uncertainty analysis at ambient pressure is
shown in Figure 5. At ambient pressure, at pH = 0, (aH + = 1), we find that electrochemical loading of even the PdH phase is challenging and will compete with the hydrogen evolution reaction,
as observed experimentally25 . As Pd catalyzes hydrogen evolution with almost no overpotential28 ,
thus suppressing hydrogen evolution is the only approach to accessing these phases at ambient
conditions. Further, it is likely that the bulk loading reaction will have slower kinetics than surface
catalyzed hydrogen evolution reaction making this even more challenging. Next, we explore the
effect of very high pressures, and find that it is possible to produce PdH12 below the hydrogen
evolution potentials.

The above analysis raises the intriguing question of whether such palladium superhydrides
could be synthesized at modest pressures, e.g., at 100 MPa (kilobar) versus 100 GPa (megabar)
conditions. Although electrochemical studies have been performed over the years in the 100 MPa
range (maximum of 1 GPa31, 32 ), the field remains largely unexplored. To examine the possibility
to stablize Pd superhydrides at modest pressures, we calculate a comprehensive pressure dependent
Pourbaix diagram at 300 K, with the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) as the reference (Fig.
6). At decreasing potentials, the phase transition sequence is Pd → PdH → PdH10 → PdH12 . The
most thermodynamically accessible Pd superhydride, PdH10 has a very narrow potential window
near ambient pressure, which is gradually enlarged with increasing pressure. The phase boundary
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Figure 5: Pourbaix diagram by BEEF-vdW ensmebles at (a) zero pressure and (b) 150 GPa. The
solid black lines are phase boundaries calculated by the best-fit BEEF-vdW functional. The dotted
dashed green line represents the equilibrium HER (hydrogen evoluation reaction) on Pd, while the
blue dashed line takes overpotential into consideration.
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between PdH and PdH10 , can be fitted as the following relation:
U = −0.168 + 0.0297 ∗ log10 (P) + 8.83 ∗ 10−5 × P2/3 ,

(5)

where U is the electrode potential on the RHE scale (in V) needed to transform PdH to PdH10
under a given pressure P (in MPa). The above relation has good linearity between U and logP
near the ambient pressure. The power of the electrochemical driving force is illustrated by the fact
that an order of magnitude reduction of the transition pressure can be achieved by only 0.03 V
change in the electrode potential. When the pressure approaches 103 MPa (1 GPa), non-linearity
of the relation becomes significant. The superhydride PdH10 can be stablized at about 300 MPa
(0.3 GPa) at the onset potential for hydrogen evolution. Using superconcentrated electrolytes that
can suppress HER further, it is expected that PdH10 can be stablized under even lower pressure
operating at a more negative potential.

Other superhydrides

From an electrochemical synthesis standpoint, palladium is among the most difficult as it catalyzes
hydrogen evolution with negligible overpotential28 . To demonstrate the generality of this strategy,
the pressure dependent Pourbaix diagrams were calculated for three other hydride systems, Y-H,
Mg-H and La-H (Fig. 7), all of which have been predicted or observed to have high-temperature
superconductors. For all these systems, calculations similar to those above for Pd-H indicate that
YH9 , MgH4 , MgH16 and LaH8 can be synthesized under ambient pressure at potentials without
HER. As for Pd-H, the critical potential becomes less negative with increasing pressure. The
results for these different metal-hydrogen systems thus demonstrate that using electrochemistry to
17

Figure 6: Pressure dependent Pourbaix diagram of Pd-H by the best-fit BEEF-vdW functional at
300 K. The dotted dashed red line represents the equilibrium HER (hydrogen evolution reaction)
on Pd, while the red dashed line takes overpotential into consideration.
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Figure 7: Pressure dependent Pourbaix diagram by the best-fit BEEF-vdW functional at 300 K:
(a) Y-H, (b) Mg-H, and La-H (c) with LaH11 and (d) without LaH11 considered. The dotted dashed
lines represent the equilibrium HER (hydrogen evolution reaction) on the metal, while the dashed
line takes overpotential into consideration.
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drastically lower the synthesis pressure of superhydrides is a general approach.

Most notable are the results for La-H, and the near-room-temperature superconducting phase
LaH10 4, 22, 23 . The calculated stability to 200 GPa for La-H shows a rich set of superhydrides,
the stabilizing pressures of which can be significantly reduced (in tens of GPa) by the electrode
potential above HER. For instance, LaH16 can be stabilized below 100 GPa at the HER potential
while an extreme pressure above 200 GPa is needed without an electrochemical driving force.
It is also noted that the experimentally verified LaH10 phase is stabilized only after removing
LaH11 in the underlying data, which may be due to the errors caused by neglecting higher order
corrections such as anharmonicity
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and nuclear quantum effects
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in the calculations. Such

corrections usually enhances the stability of the high density structures to lower pressures 33 . More
interestingly, the potential not only decreases the critical pressure, but also stabilizes some phases
which cannot be stabilized regardless of pressure at zero potential, such as LaH4 , LaH5 and LaH8 .
Such a new degree of freedom therefore brings a broad new world that is largely unexplored and
promisingly fertile.

Conclusions

Using first-principles density functional theory and particle swarm structure search calculations,
the phase stability of metal superhydrides have been studied. Focusing on the Pd-H system, we find
from an analysis of the electrochemical loading of hydrogen in the metal under a broad range of
pressures, that PdH10 can be electrochemically synthesized before the onset of hydrogen evolution.
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Remarkably this is predicted to occur at even modest pressures of about 300 MPa, which is readily
accessible using existing high pressure methods. Given that palladium is among the most active
metals for hydrogen evolution, we suspected significant effects of electrochemical loading on the
synthesis of other hydrides. Indeed, we demonstrate the generalizability of this pressure-potential
(P 2 ) approach for La-H, Y-H and Mg-H, often yielding 10-100 times reduction in pressure needed
for stabilizing a particular phase, as well as stabilizing new phases that cannot be done purely by
either pressure or potential. Combining pressure and electrode potential thus offers an alternate
route to synthesize metal superhydrides and other novel materials at currently accessible static
pressure conditions, and a framework for such synthesis has been provided. Numerous extensions
of existing electrochemical and high pressure techniques could lead altogether new materials created under an even broader range of pressures. This work should serve to open up the new frontier
of high-pressure electrochemistry to produce exciting new materials with broad applications9, 35 .

Methods
Calculation Details: All DFT calculations involving the BEEF-vdW exchange correlation functional were run using GPAW software using the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE) 36–38 . A
real space grid with spacing of 0.16 Å is used for the representation of electronic wavefunctions,
and a k-point density of larger than 30 Å in reciprocal space was used in each dimension. For each
material, the geometry is relaxed to a maximum force of less than 0.01 eV/Å.
Structure Search: The particle swarm optimization is employed for structure search, using the
CALYPSO code11, 12 . Since only the superhydrides are of interests here, the compositions PdHn (n
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is an integer and 1 ≤ n ≤ 12) and Pd3 H4 which is the highest Pd hydride reported in experiments
so far, totaling 13 compositions in all. For each composition, one unit cell is allowed to have
1-4 formulas. For a fixed number of formula at a given composition, about 1000 structures were
searched during the structure evolution.
Bayesian Error Estimation Funtional: For each material, a collection of functionals at the level
of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) were used as described below. Error estimation
was carried out using the Bayesian error estimation functional with van der Waals correction
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.

This empirically fit functional generates an ensemble of functionals that are small perturbations
away from the best fit functional in exchange correlation space.
The exchange-correlation energy for the BEEF-vdW is given in Ref. 39 as
Exc = ∑ am
m

Z

εxUEG (n)Bm [t(s)]dr + αc E LDA−c + (1 − αc )E PBE−c + E nl−c .

(6)

Here Bm is the mth Legendre basis function, each of which has a corresponding expansion coefficient am . The expansion coefficients, as well as the αc parameter that mixes the local density
approximation (LDA) and PBE40 exchange correlation functionals, have been pre-fit with respect
to a range of data sets as described in Ref. 39. Additionally within the functional is the E nl−c
non-local correlation term implemented via the vdW-DF241 method. The method to generate the
ensemble of functionals was tuned such that the spread of the predictions of the functionals matches
the error of the main self consistent functional with respect to the training and experimental data
on which it was originally trained. Each of these functionals can then provide a non self consistent prediction of energy and therefore allows for a computationally efficient yet systematic way
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of understanding the sensitivity of the final prediction with respect to small changes in exchange
correlation functional.
Confidence-value (c-value) Calculations: We use the confidence value (c-value)14 , for determining the uncertainty associated with the choice of the functional. We define c-value to be the fraction
of the ensemble that predict a certain structure to be the ground state. For a fixed composition, this
simply involves counting the fraction of functionals that predict a particular structure to be the
ground state. This framework can be expanded to construct a c-value associated with a Pourbaix
diagram. In this case, the c(U, pH), for a specific phase is defined as the fraction of functionals
that predict it to have the lowest free energy at a given potential and pH, given by
ci (U, pH) =

1 Nens
Θ(∆Gnj (U, pH) − ∆Gni (U, pH))
∑
∏
Nens n=1 j6=i

(7)

where the summation is over number of ensembles, Nens = 2000 here, and the product is over all
the remaining possible phases. Θ(x) denotes the Heaviside step function. At any given U and pH,
i, j ∈ S, the set of all considered phases.
Topological analysis: The coordination number is determined using the CrystalNN class based on
a Voronoi algorithm in pymatgen42 . The framework of the crystal structure and its dimensionality
are identified using the Zeo++ code based on the Voronoi decomposition43 , where radii of 0.5 Å
and 1.6 Å are adopted for H and Pd respectively.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Crystal structures of Pd3 H4 : (a) Pm3̄m (b) Cm and (c) α −P1 (d) Cccm.
In the Pm3̄m structure, the Pd atom is octahedrally coordinated, whereas in the Cm structure, the
Pd atom has two different coordinations, with 5 and 6 neighboring H atoms respectively. The Pd
atom in the low-symmetry α − P1 structure has on average 7.11 neighboring H atoms. (d) c-values
of Pd3 H4 at 0 GPa and 150 GPa calculated by BEEF. The most probable structure has the Cm space
group, with Pm3̄m among the probable structures. At 150 GPa, α − P1 structure is calculated to
be the most probable.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Crystal structures of probable ground states of PdH8 at 0 GPa: (a) P1
(b) Pcca (c) Cm. (d) Ground states with c-values of PdH8 at 0 GPa calculated by BEEF. The most
probable structure has the P1 space group.
4

Supplementary Figure 3: Crystal structures of probable ground states of PdH10 at 0 GPa: (a) P1
(b) P31 (c) Pm (d) P222 (e) C2/m. (f) Ground states with c-values of PdH10 at 0 GPa calculated
by BEEF. The most probable structure has the P1 space group.
5

Supplementary Figure 4: Crystal structures of probable ground states of PdH12 at 0 GPa: (a) P2
(b) P1 (c) C2. (d) Ground states with c-values of PdH12 at 0 GPa calculated by BEEF. The most
probable structure has the P1 space group.
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Supplementary Figure 5: Crystal structures of probable ground states of PdH12 at 150 GPa: (a)
P1 (b) Cmcm (c) P21 . (d) Ground states with c-values of PdH12 at 150 GPa calculated by BEEF.
The most probable structure has the Cmcm space group.
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Supplementary Figure 6: Distribution of the minimum H-H distances of the low enthalpy structures at zero pressure and 150 GPa. The black dashed line represents the H-H distance in H2 (0.74
Å).
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Supplementary Figure 7: Enthalpy convex hull of Pd-H at 0 GPa by BEEF, consisting of results
from 2000 different functionals. For most functionals, Pd superhydrides are unstable against PdH
and H2 .
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Supplementary Figure 8: Enthalpy convex hull of Pd-H at 150 GPa by BEEF, consisting of results
from 2000 different functionals. For most functionals, Pd superhydrides are unstable against PdH
and H2 .
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Supplementary Figure 9: Radial Distribution Function (RDF) of low enthalpy structures of PdHn
under 0 GPa.
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Supplementary Figure 10: Radial Distribution Function (RDF) of low enthalpy structures of
PdHn under 150 GPa.
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Supplementary Figure 11: Molar Gibbs energy of H as a function of pressure at 300 K, with its
value under 1 atm (0.1 MPa) as the reference.
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